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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Guam Power Authority and Guam Waterworks Authority
Unclassified Employees’ Pay Raises and Bonuses
Report No. 19-09, December 2019
Our audit of the Guam Power Authority (GPA) and Guam Waterworks Authority (GWA)
unclassified employees’ pay raises and bonuses found that the Consolidated Commission on
Utilities (CCU) did not comply with the Open Government Law when it discussed and decided
during their executive meetings the employees’ salaries and bonuses. Additionally:
 CCU violated Public Law (P.L.) 33-123 when it gave bonuses to certain unclassified
employees after February 2016;
 After the Attorney General (AG)’s April 23, 2019 opinion, most unclassified employees
returned the voided salaries and bonuses provided by the CCU at its November 27, 2018
executive meeting, at the net amounts instead of the gross amounts; and
 CCU did not conduct performance evaluations for the GPA and GWA General Managers.
Salaries and Bonuses Discussed and Decided During CCU Executive Meetings
Title 5 of the Guam Code Annotated Chapter 8 § 8111 (a) states, “… Under no
circumstances shall a public agency hold an executive or closed meeting to discuss
salaries, salary levels, or salary adjustments of any employee or officer. All such
discussions or decisions must be held in public meeting and minutes shall be kept
and open to the public.”
The CCU violated this law when it discussed the following during their executive sessions:
Meeting Date

Agency

Position

02/11/2014
12/11/2014
12/11/2014

GPA
GPA
CCU

02/24/2015

GWA

07/23/2015
09/22/2015
09/22/2015
09/22/2015
12/10/2015
12/10/2015
04/26/2016
04/26/2016
04/26/2016

GPA
GWA
GPA
GPA
GWA
GWA
GPA
GPA
GPA

General Manager (GM)
GM
Board Secretary
Assistant GM – Collection &
Distribution
GM
Controller
Chief Financial Officer (CFO)
CFO
CFO
Assistant CFO
CFO
Assistant GM – Operations
Staff Attorney

04/26/2016

GWA

Staff Attorney

05/24/2016
05/24/2016
02/21/2017

GWA
CCU
GPA

CFO
Board Secretary
Assistant GM – Administration

Salary Adjustment
Bonus (one-time)
Bonus (one-time)

Annual
Amount
$
15,000
$
4,000
$
1,000

Salary Adjustment

$

28,000

Salary Adjustment
Salary Adjustment
Initial Salary
Bonus (one-time)
Salary Adjustment
Salary Adjustment
Bonus (one-time)
Salary Adjustment
Salary Adjustment
Severance Pay (onetime)
Salary Adjustment
Salary Adjustment
Initial Salary

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

50,000
15,000
135,000
15,000
11,000
5,000
5,000
21,000
22,000

$

10,000

$
$
$

5,000
2,000
128,000

Description
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Meeting Date

Agency

02/21/2017

GPA

02/21/2017
04/20/2018

GPA
GWA

08/28/2018

GWA

08/28/2018
08/28/2018
11/27/2018
11/27/2018
11/27/2018
11/27/2018
11/27/2018
11/27/2018
11/27/2018
11/27/2018
11/27/2018

GWA
GWA
GPA
GWA
GWA
GPA
GPA
GPA
GPA
GPA
GWA

Position

Annual
Amount

Description

Assistant GM – Engineering and
Technical Services
Assistant GM – Operations
CFO
Assistant GM – Compliance and
Safety
Assistant CFO
Controller
GM
GM
GM
Assistant GM – Engineering
Assistant GM – Operations
Assistant GM – Administration
CFO
Staff Attorney
Staff Attorney

Salary Adjustment

$

7,000

Salary Adjustment
Status Change

$
$

6,000
148,000

Salary Adjustment

$

434

Salary Adjustment
Salary Adjustment
Bonus (one-time)
Bonus (one-time)
Salary Adjustment
Salary Adjustment
Salary Adjustment
Salary Adjustment
Salary Adjustment
Salary Adjustment
Salary Adjustment

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

203
11,000
25,000
10,000
15,000
10,000
10,000
17,000
17,000
10,000
25,000

After discussing the salaries and bonuses during executive sessions, the CCU would pronounce
their decision when they go back in the regular sessions. However, the CCU did not do this for all
salary adjustments and bonuses.
Additionally, the CCU gave bonuses to certain unclassified employees despite being prohibited by
P.L. 33-123. Therefore, we questioned the validity of $1.3 million (M) in salaries and benefits
expenses of GPA and GWA.
Cancellation and Return of Salary Increments and Bonuses
The AG required GPA and GWA to pay back the increments and bonuses received by its
unclassified employees arising from the November 27, 2018 CCU executive meeting. We noted
inconsistencies in the manner the monies were returned. Most employees returned the net amounts
(net of payroll deductions), while the Board Secretary returned the gross amount. We also noted
various installment payment periods, the longest of which would take eight years to repay.
CCU Did Not Conduct Performance Evaluation for the General Managers
Both GPA and GWA GMs received pay increases and bonuses from fiscal year 2015 to 2019;
however, the CCU did not conduct formal performance evaluations for these officials. Therefore,
we question the CCU’s basis of pay adjustments given to the GMs.
Former GWA CFO Hired as a Contractor
The CCU hired the former GWA CFO under a contract arrangement for 11 years, however without
a contract. The Legal Counsel opined that the relationship between the former CFO and GWA was
that of employee and employer. Misclassifying an employee as a contractor may be suggestive of
issues with retirement benefits and withholding taxes, among others. Because of OPA’s limited
access to employee personal information, we referred this matter to AG for further investigation.
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Salaries of Certain Unclassified Employees Inconsistent with Authorized Pay Range
We observed that the salaries of certain GWA and GPA unclassified employees were inconsistent
with the CCU’s authorized pay range.
GWA Pay Range vs. Unclassified Employees Salary Level
Unclassified Employees
Above Pay Range:
1. GM
2. Asst. GM - Compliance & Safety
3. Asst. GM - Collection & Distribution
4. Staff Attorney
5. CFO
6. Assistant CFO
Within and Below Pay Range:
7. Assistant GM - Administration & Support
8. Controller

Salary as of
12/31/2017

Authorized Pay Range
(at 10th Market
Percentile)

Higher than
Maximum/
(Lower than
Minimum) By

$
$
$
$
$
$

175,000
123,679
112,152
115,000
147,954
111,042

$148,098 ~ $154,111
$96,779 ~ $100,709
$102,647 ~ $106,815
$108,962 ~ $113,387
$129,762 ~ $135,031
$99,712 ~ $103,760

$
$
$
$
$
$

20,889
22,970
5,337
1,613
12,923
7,282

$
$

131,060
81,432

$131,060 ~ $136,382
$89,374 ~ $93,003

Within range
($
7,942)

GPA Pay Range vs. Unclassified Employees Salary Level
Unclassified Employees
Above Pay Range:
1. GM
2. Board Secretary
3. Staff Attorney
Within and Below Range:
4. Asst. GM - Administration
5. Asst. GM - Engineering & Technical Services
6. Asst. GM - Operations
7. Chief Information Technology Officer
8. Controller
9. CFO

Salary as of
12/31/2017

Authorized Pay Range
(at 15th Market
Percentile)

Higher than
Maximum/
(Lower than
Minimum) By

$
$
$

224,993
72,009
134,992

$168,549 ~ $175,393
$43,606 ~ $45,377
$112,264 ~ $116,822

$
$
$

49,600
26,632
18,170

$
$
$
$
$
$

128,282
145,000
145,000
110,000
88,180
135,000

$133,694 ~ $139,123
$141,919 ~ $147,682
$141,919 ~ $147,682
$105,758 ~ $110,052
$92,082 ~ $95,821
$137,745 ~ $143,339

Within range
Within range
Within range
Within range
($
3,902)
($
2,745)

The CCU sets the salaries of the unclassified employees who work at their pleasure. These tables
show that the CCU provides salaries to certain unclassified employees higher than the other
personnel.
The Open Government Law states that the people of Guam do not yield their individual rights to
the public agencies which serve them. The people insist on remaining informed. Discussions by
the public agencies about the salary level of employees should not be conducted in private and
should not be tolerated. In this audit, we made four recommendations.
Benjamin J.F. Cruz
Public Auditor
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Introduction
This report presents the results of our performance audit of the autonomous agencies unclassified
employees’ pay raises and bonuses. We initiated this audit after the Attorney General’s (AG)
Office requested a review of potential violations of the Open Government Law in relation to
employee compensation.
We analyzed the staffing patterns of 16 autonomous agencies from October 1, 2014 to September
30, 2019. The Guam Power Authority (GPA), Guam Waterworks Authority (GWA), and Port
Authority of Guam (PAG) were the top agencies with the most number of employee salary
adjustments. Therefore, we focused our audit on these agencies. This report covered GPA and
GWA. Report(s) for the other agencies will be issued in a separate audit report.
Our audit objectives were to determine whether:
1. Pay raises and bonuses granted to unclassified employees complied with the applicable
laws (Open Government Law and/or Prohibition on Bonus Pay for Unclassified
Employees); and
2. Performance reviews were conducted for the agency heads.
Refer to Appendices 1 and 2 for the objective, scope, methodology, and prior audit coverage.

Background
Consolidated Commission on Utilities
The Consolidated Commission on Utilities (CCU) governs powers vested to GPA and GWA. The
CCU is comprised of five Commissioners elected at-large by the voters of Guam in a general
election. CCU officials include the Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Secretary, Treasurer, and
Commissioner.
GPA and GWA Unclassified Employees/Positions
From October 1, 2014 to September 30, 2019, there were at least nine unclassified employees at
GPA and 13 at GWA. These numbers included employees who separated and were replaced by
another unclassified employee. The executive positions held by these employees were:
 General Manager (GM)
 Assistant GMs (Engineering, Technical Services, Administration, Operations, Collection
and Distribution)
 Chief Financial Officer (CFO)
 Assistant CFO
 Chief Information Technology Officer (CITO)
 Controller
 Board Secretary
 Staff Attorney
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Types of Salary Adjustments
During our scope, we identified three circumstances when GPA and GWA initiated a salary
adjustment to an unclassified employee:
1. After an annual performance evaluation;
2. As a structural adjustment after a compensation study by an independent firm using market
data in the same industry; or
3. Based on CCU’s preference, which may include appointment to an acting capacity.
Open Government Law
Under Title 5 of the Guam Code Annotated (GCA) Chapter 8 § 8102, the Legislature declares it a
policy that the formation of public policy and decisions is public and shall not be conducted in
secret. The people of Guam do not yield their individual rights to the public agencies which serve
them. The people, in delegating authority, do not give their public servants the right to decide what
is good for the people to know and what is not good for them to know. The people insist on
remaining informed so that they may retain control over the instruments they have created.
5 GCA § 8111(a) states that under no circumstances shall a public agency1 hold an executive or
closed meeting2 to discuss salaries, salary levels, or salary adjustments of any employee or officer.
All such discussions or decisions must be held in public meeting3 and minutes shall be kept
and open to the public.
On § 8115(b), each member of a public agency who attends a meeting of a public agency where
action is taken in violation of the Open Government Law, with knowledge of the fact that the
meeting is in violation thereof, is guilty of misdemeanor.
Attorney General’s Opinion
On April 23, 2019, the AG opined that salary adjustments approved during the CCU’s November
27, 2018 executive session were void ab initio. He said further that salary adjustments or bonuses
authorized and paid as a result of this meeting must be paid back by the employees.
Note that the AG’s opinion was specific to the November 27, 2018 executive session. Our audit
scope covered executive sessions held from October 1, 2014 through September 30, 2019.

1

Public agency includes any board, commission or comparable unit of government, any of whose members are
elected, appointed by the Governor, or appointed by the Legislature.
2
Closed meeting, sometimes referred as executive session/meeting.
3
Public meeting, sometimes referred as regular session/meeting.
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Results of Audit
Our audit of the GPA and GWA unclassified employees’ pay raises and bonuses from October
2014 to September 2019 found that CCU did not comply with the Open Government Law.
Specifically, we found that the:
 CCU discussed and decided during their executive meetings salaries and bonuses of GPA
and GWA unclassified employees;
 CCU violated Public Law (P.L.) 33-123 when it gave bonuses to certain unclassified
employees after February 2016;
 After the AG’s April 23, 2019 opinion, most unclassified employees returned the voided
salaries and bonuses provided by the CCU at its November 27, 2018 executive meeting, at
the net amounts instead of the gross amounts; and
 CCU did not conduct performance evaluations for GPA and GWA GMs.
We also found that the:
 CCU hired the former GWA CFO under a contract arrangement, but the CCU and GWA
could not provide the contract or procurement documents related to the employment; and
 Salary levels of GPA and GWA unclassified employees were inconsistent with CCU
authorized pay range.

Salaries and Bonuses Discussed/Decided During CCU Executive Meetings
Title 5 GCA § 8111 (a) states, “… Under no circumstances shall a public agency hold an executive
or closed meeting to discuss salaries, salary levels, or salary adjustments of any employee or
officer. All such discussions or decisions must be held in public meeting and minutes shall be
kept and open to the public.” We found the CCU violated this law. In our review of the executive
meeting audio recordings, it is common for the CCU to discuss in detail salary levels, adjustments,
and bonuses in closed-door meetings.
Once the CCU agrees on a matter in executive session, they will then pronounce their decision
when they reconvene in regular session. As an example, the CCU motioned and approved at a
regular session their February 24, 2015 executive discussion and decision about an employee’s
pay increase as follows:
“Board Secretary motioned to move the meeting back to regular session. ViceChairman seconded. Treasurer motioned that the Assistant GM for Collection &
Distribution be appointed Interim GM for GWA with salary of $140K per annum.
Board Secretary seconded. There was no objection or discussion and the motion
carried.”
Refer to Appendix 3 for the excerpts of regular session minutes about employee salary and
bonuses.
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The following tables show the executive session discussions pertaining to unclassified employees’
salaries and bonuses. We included a column showing whether these discussions and decisions were
motioned and approved in regular session. While we acknowledge that the CCU motioned and
approved some of the pay salary levels, adjustments, and bonuses in regular session, the law is
clear that no discussions about salary should be held in an executive session.
There may be other executive sessions where employee salaries and bonuses were discussed,
however, we focused our review on those sessions where there were actual payouts made. The
employees’ Personnel Action Form formalized these salary increases and bonuses.
Table 1: Executive Sessions - Salary4/Bonus Discussions
Motioned and Approved
in Regular Session?

(1.a) February 11, 2014 Executive Session*
Adjust salary of GPA GM –
 Salary increase from $160 thousand (K) to $175K ($15K
increase)

YES

* Although this is beyond our audit scope, we included this information because we became aware of it.
Motioned and Approved
in Regular Session?

(1.b) December 11, 2014 Executive Session
Bonus of $4K to GPA GM
Bonus of $2K to GPA CFO
Bonus of $2K to GWA CFO
Bonus of $2K to GWA Staff Attorney
Bonus of $2K to GPA Staff Attorney
Bonus of $1K to CCU Board Secretary

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
Motioned and Approved
in Regular Session?

(1.c) February 24, 2015 Executive Session
Appoint GWA Assistant GM Collection & Distribution as GWA
Interim General Manager –
 Salary increase from $112K to $140K ($28K increase)

Motioned and Approved
in Regular Session?

(1.d) July 23, 2015 Executive Session
Adjust salary of GPA GM –
 Salary increase from $175K to $225K ($50K increase)

4

YES

Salary amounts shown represent annual salary, unless otherwise stated.
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YES

Motioned and Approved
in Regular Session?

(1.e) September 22, 2015 Executive Session
Promote GWA Accountant III to Controller –
 salary increase from $60K to $75K ($15K increase)
Hire GPA CFO with three-year contract –
 Salary of $135K
 Bonus of up to $15K, subject to performance of three
projects

YES

YES

Motioned and Approved
in Regular Session?

(1.f) December 10, 2015 Executive Session
Appoint GWA CFO as Acting GM –
 Salary increase from $144K to $155K ($11K increase)
retroactive from November 2015 until a new GM reports for
duty on or about January 4, 2016.
Appoint Assistant CFO as Acting CFO
 Salary increase from $107K to $112K ($5K increase)
retroactive from November 2015 until a new GM reports for
duty on or about January 4, 2016.

YES

YES

Motioned and Approved
in Regular Session?

(1.g) April 26, 2016 Executive Session
Bonus of $5K to GPA CFO for completing one of three projects
Adjust salary of GPA Assistant GM Operations –
 Salary increase from $118K to $139K ($21K increase)
Adjust salary of GPA Staff Attorney –
 Salary increase from $113K to $135K ($22K increase)
Severance pay of $10K for GWA Staff Attorney

YES
YES
YES
YES
Motioned and Approved
in Regular Session?

(1.h) May 24, 2016 Executive Session:
Adjust salary of GWA CFO –
 Salary increase from $132K to $137K ($5K increase)
Adjust salary of CCU Board Secretary –
 Salary increase from $70K to $72K ($2K increase)

NO
NO
Motioned and Approved
in Regular Session?

(1.i) February 21, 2017 Executive Session
Hire GPA Assistant GM Administration –
 Salary of $128K
Promote from GPA Manager of Strategic Planning and Operations
Research Division to Assistant GM Engineering and Technical
Services –
 Salary increase from $138K to $145K ($7K increase)
Adjust salary of GPA Assistant GM of Operations –
 Salary increase from $139K to $145K ($6K increase)
8

YES

YES

YES

Motioned and Approved
in Regular Session?

(1.j) April 20, 2018 Executive Session
Change GWA CFO’s contractor status to an at-will unclassified
employee –
 Salary of $148K

NO

Motioned and Approved
in Regular Session?

(1.k) August 28, 2018 Executive Session
Structural salary adjustment for GWA Assistant GM Compliance
and Safety –
 Salary increase from $124K to $124K or ($0K increase)
Structural salary adjustment for GWA Assistant CFO –
 Salary increase from $111K to $111K or ($0K increase)
Structural salary adjustment for GWA Controller –
 Salary increase from $81K to $92K ($11K increase)

NO
NO
NO
Motioned and Approved
in Regular Session?

(1.l) November 27, 2018 Executive Session
Bonus of $25K to GPA GM*
Bonus of $10K to GWA GM*
Adjust salary of GWA GM –
 Salary increase from $175K to $190K ($15K increase)*
Adjust salary of GPA Assistant GM Engineering –
 Salary increase from $145K to $155K ($10K increase)*
Adjust salary of GPA Assistant GM Operations –
 Salary increase from $145K to $155K ($10K increase)*
Adjust salary of GPA Assistant GM Administration –
 Salary increase from $128K to $145K ($17K increase)*
Adjust salary of GPA CFO –
 Salary increase from $135K to $152K ($17K increase)*
Adjust salary of GPA Staff Attorney –
 Salary increase from $135K to $145K ($10K increase)*
Adjust salary of GWA Staff Attorney –
 Salary increase from $115K to $140K ($25K increase)*
* Returned by employees after AG’s opinion.
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NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Bonuses
From Table 1, we extracted the bonuses provided by the CCU to the unclassified employees. We
noted GPA and GWA did not reflect these bonuses in their respective Staffing Patterns.
Table 2: Summary of Bonuses
Agency

Position

Description

Prior to P.L. 33-123:
GPA
GM
GPA
CFO
GWA
CFO
GWA
Staff Attorney
GPA
Staff Attorney
GPA
Board Secretary
Agency

Position

Bonus
Bonus
Bonus
Bonus
Bonus
Bonus

Amount
$
$
$
$
$
$

Description

After P.L. 33-123 (Prohibition on Bonus Pay):
GPA
CFO
For completing 1 of 3 projects
GWA
Staff Attorney
Severance pay
GPA
GM
CCU opted for bonus instead of
salary increase
GWA
GM
This was in addition to salary
increase
GPA
Board Secretary CCU opted for bonus instead of
salary increase

4,250
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
1,400

Amount
$
$
$

5,000
10,000
25,000*

$

10,000*

$

5,000*

Date Provided
December 2014
December 2014
December 2014
December 2014
December 2014
December 2014
Date Provided
April 2016
April 2016
January 2019
January 2019
January 2019

* Returned by employees after AG’s opinion.

Bonuses are sums authorized and/or paid to an unclassified employee that is separate and apart
from and/or added to the base pay. Effective February 2016, P.L. 33-123 prohibited the payment
of bonuses to Government of Guam unclassified employees. Therefore, the CCU violated P.L. 33123 when they provided bonuses from April 2016 and forward.
As a result of CCU’s violation of the Open Government Law and P.L. 33-123, we questioned the
validity of $1.3 million (M) in salaries and benefits expenses of GPA and GWA.
We recommend the AG provide an opinion in each of the salary levels, adjustments, and bonuses
on Tables 1 and 2 (except for the November 27, 2018 meeting). Should any of salary levels,
adjustments, and bonuses be void, the CCU should seek professional advice as to the appropriate
corrective action especially because some increases and bonuses were provided a few years back.

Cancellation and Return of Salary Increments and Bonuses
After the AG’s opinion dated April 23, 2019, the CCU cancelled the salary increments and bonuses
given to certain unclassified employees during their November 27, 2018 executive session. The
employees were also required to pay back any increments or bonuses.
Our inspection of the records showed that the employees, except for the Board Secretary, initiated
the return of monies at the net amounts. The Board Secretary returned the $5K bonus at gross
10

amount as of September 2019. Net means excluding payroll deductions such as withholding taxes,
Social Security, and Medicare taxes. We also learned that the unclassified employees agreed to
repay in installments, the longest of which will take 201 pay periods or approximately eight years.
As of September 2019, one GWA employee and four GPA employees have settled the net amounts
they agreed to return.
We could not find a Guam law that could provide guidance as to what amounts and time limit
these void salaries and bonuses should be returned. From an accounting perspective, the void
salary increments and bonuses should be returned at the gross amounts and within the same
calendar year when they were provided. Payroll processing should be able to reverse all
deductions, which will then eliminate any discrepancies in amounts. If an employee only returns
the net amount, that employee would still benefit from the payroll deductions. For instance, the
tax withheld but not returned by the employee may result in a refund to the employee upon its
annual income tax calculation.
The CCU should obtain input from its Payroll Specialists as to how employees should return the
salary increments and bonuses. We also recommend the AG provide a legal opinion on this matter.

CCU Did Not Conduct Formal Performance Evaluation for the General
Managers
Title 5 GCA Chapter 43 §43202 requires “governing boards for all agencies to
issue performance reviews of the Chief Executive selected for that agency six
months after appointment and every twelve months thereafter. The performance
review shall be made public and published by the respective governing board.”
The CCU hired the GWA GM in January 2016. Therefore, there should have been four
performance reviews as of December 31, 2018. However, the CCU did not have one. Since his
employment, the only pay increase provided to the GWA GM was the one discussed by CCU in
an executive session on November 27, 2018, which was later cancelled.
On the other hand, the GPA GM was already the GM from the start of our audit scope of October
1, 2014. Like the GWA GM, the CCU did not conduct a formal performance evaluation for the
GPA GM. Including the salary adjustment on Table 1.a, the CCU provided the GPA GM with
three pay increases, one of which pertained to the November 27, 2018 executive session, which
was later cancelled.
Other than the GMs, the CFOs and Legal Counsels also work at the pleasure of CCU. Likewise,
they do not have documented performance evaluations conducted by CCU. However, the GWA
GM issued a memorandum to the CCU Chairman in September 2018 that evaluated the Legal
Counsel’s performance.
We question the CCU’s basis and measures of its approval on pay raises and bonuses. Audio
recording for the November 27, 2018 CCU executive meeting revealed that while the CCU was
cognizant of the requirement of performance evaluations, this was never followed. As a corrective
action, the CCU issued and adopted the Executive Officer Evaluation Policy for both GPA and
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GWA to include the GMs, CFOs, and General Counsels effective April 1, 2018. This evaluation
should occur at a minimum of once per year.

Other Matters
Former GWA CFO Hired as a Contractor
12 GCA §14108 requires a CFO be appointed by the Board of Directors. The GWA Staffing
Pattern did not include the CFO up until April 2018. From 2008 to 2018, GWA paid the former
CFO’s salary to a private corporation through a contract arrangement. However, CCU or GWA
could not provide a contract or procurement documents related to his employment. We verified
from the Department of Revenue and Taxation (DRT) that the former CFO owns a private
corporation, where GWA paid his salary.
The Legal Counsel opined that the relationship between the former CFO and GWA was
undoubtedly that of employer and employee. On April 20, 2018 Executive Session, the CCU
discussed the former CFO’s employment status. As a corrective action, the CCU reclassified the
former CFO’s status from contractual to an at-will unclassified employee. On February 1, 2019,
the former CFO resigned.
Misclassifying an employee as an independent contractor may be suggestive of the following
potential issues:
 receipt of retirement benefits from the Government of Guam Retirement Fund (GGRF)
while currently being employed,
 nonpayment of retirement contributions to GGRF because employee was in a contract
arrangement,
 nonpayment of Social Security retirement and Medicare contributions (commonly called
together as Federal Insurance Contributions Act “FICA”),
 nonpayment of or inaccurate withholding taxes (individual tax versus corporate tax), and/or
 noncompliance with the Government of Guam Budget Act requiring reporting of the name
of employees, title, salary, etc.
Therefore, we question approximately $1.3M paid to the former CFO from 2008 to 2018 as there
were no proper documents to support his employment at GWA. Because of OPA’s limited access
to employee personal information as held by GWA, GGRF, and DRT, we referred this matter to
AG for further investigation.

Salaries of Certain Employees Inconsistent with Authorized Pay Scale
P.L. 28-113 and P.L. 28-159 authorized GWA and GPA to implement a market-based
compensation model that would aid in the attraction and retention of Certified, Technical, and
Professional (CTP) personnel. The law was a result of concerns that these agencies were losing
highly skilled personnel because salaries were not sufficient to attract and retain such personnel.
In 2005, GWA engaged a consulting firm to undertake a compensation study. According to the
study, CTP positions were below the 5th market percentile. The CCU adopted the migration of
salaries using 5th and higher market percentiles beginning in 2008 and subsequent years.
The consulting firm provided an updated market study in September 2017. The report indicated
that while some adjustments were made to correct the situation, the market has unfortunately
12

continued to move along. The consulting firm recommended to migrate GWA to higher market
percentiles (e.g., 10th, 15th, 20th, or 25th with eventual target being at 50th), cost permitting.
In October 2017, the CCU approved and authorized the GWA GM to implement structural pay
adjustments to 10th market percentile effective January 1, 2018. At 10th market percentile, six of
eight unclassified GWA employees were above the maximum pay as of the effective date (see
Table 3).
Table 3: GWA Pay Range vs. Unclassified Employees Salary Level
Position
Above Pay Range:
1. GM
2. Assistant GM - Compliance & Safety
3. Assistant GM - Collection & Distribution
4. Staff Attorney
5. CFO
6. Assistant CFO
Within and Below Pay Range:
7. Assistant GM - Administration & Support[2]
8. Controller[3]

Salary as of
12/31/2017[1]

Pay Range at 10th
Market Percentile

Higher than
Maximum/
(Lower than
Minimum) By

$
$
$
$
$
$

175,000
123,679
112,152
115,000
147,954
111,042

$148,098 ~ $154,111
$96,779 ~ $100,709
$102,647 ~ $106,815
$108,962 ~ $113,387
$129,762 ~ $135,031
$99,712 ~ $103,760

$
$
$
$
$
$

20,889
22,970
5,337
1,613
12,923
7,282

$
$

131,060
81,432

$131,060 ~ $136,382
$89,374 ~ $93,003

Within range
($
7,942)

[1]

Salaries of the unclassified employees before the implementation of the 10th market percentile pay range.
Hired in October 2018.
[3]
CCU approved the GWA GM’s recommendation to adjust salaries of the Controller to $92,082 effective January
1, 2018.
[2]

Despite being above the highest range, the CCU approved the GWA GM’s recommendation to
adjust salaries of the Assistant GM Compliance & Safety’s salary to $124,113 and the Assistant
CFO’s salary to $111,245. The recommendation and approval happened in August to September
2018, but salary increments were retroactively applied from January 1, 2018 when the 10th market
percentile was implemented. This implies that CCU’s selective approvals of salary increases
trumps the agency-wide adopted pay scale.
For GPA, the CCU also approved and authorized GPA to implement the structural pay adjustments
to the 15th market percentile effective January 1, 2018. At 15th market percentile, three of nine
unclassified GPA employees were above the maximum pay as of the effective date (see Table 4).
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Table 4: GPA Pay Range vs. Unclassified Employees Salary Level
Position
Above Pay Range:
1. GM
2. Board Secretary
3. Staff Attorney
Within and Below Range:
4. Asst. GM - Administration
5. Asst. GM - Engineering & Technical Services
6. Asst. GM - Operations
7. CITO
8. Controller
9. CFO
[1]

Salary as of
12/31/2017[1]

Pay Range at 15th
Market Percentile

Higher than
Maximum/
(Lower than
Minimum) By

$
$
$

224,993
72,009
134,992

$168,549 ~ $175,393
$43,606 ~ $45,377
$112,264 ~ $116,822

$
$
$

49,600
26,632
18,170

$
$
$
$
$
$

128,282
145,000
145,000
110,000
88,180
135,000

$133,694 ~ $139,123
$141,919 ~ $147,682
$141,919 ~ $147,682
$105,758 ~ $110,052
$92,082 ~ $95,821
$137,745 ~ $143,339

Within range
Within range
Within range
Within range
($
3,902)
($
2,745)

Salaries of the unclassified employees before the implementation of the 15th market percentile pay range.

The CCU sets the salaries of the unclassified employees who work at their pleasure. Tables 3 and
4 show that CCU provides salaries to certain unclassified employees higher than the other CTP
personnel.
We recommend CCU consistently apply the agency-wide adopted pay scale. For those who are
already higher than the 10th market percentile for GWA and 15th market percentile for GPA, future
potential increases may slow down until the rest of CTP personnel catch up.
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Conclusion and Recommendations
Our audit of the GPA and GWA unclassified employees’ pay raises and bonuses found that CCU
did not comply with the Open Government Law when it discussed and decided salaries and
bonuses of the unclassified employees during their executive meetings. While we acknowledge
that the CCU motioned and approved some of the pay salary levels, adjustments, and bonuses in
regular session, the law is clear that no discussions about salaries should be held in an executive
session.
In addition, the CCU violated P.L. 33-123 when it gave bonuses from April 2016 forward.
Therefore, we question the validity of approximately $1.3M in salaries and benefits expenses of
GPA and GWA.
Both GPA and GWA GMs received pay increases and bonuses from fiscal year 2015 to 2019;
however, the CCU did not conduct formal performance evaluations for these officials. Therefore,
we questioned the CCU’s basis of pay adjustments given to the GMs.
Lastly, the CCU hired the former GWA CFO under a contract arrangement. However, there was
no contract in place to validate his payments. Therefore, we questioned approximately $1.3M in
contractual fees paid to the former GWA CFO.
We recommend:
1. AG to provide an opinion in each of the salary levels, adjustments, and bonuses made to
unclassified employees that were effective between October 2013 and January 2019,
2. CCU to consult with GPA and GWA’s Payroll Specialists as to how employees should
return the salary increments and bonuses,
3. AG to provide an opinion on how the employees should return the void salary increments
and bonuses, and
4. CCU to consistently apply the agency-wide adopted pay scale.
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Classification of Monetary Amounts
Questioned
Costs

Finding Description

Potential
Savings

1. Salaries and Bonuses Discussed/Decided during
$ 1,276,0265 $
CCU Executive Meetings
$
28,6506 $
Bonuses
Subtotal $ 1,304,676 $

Unrealized
Revenues

Other
Financial
Impact

- $

- $

-

- $
- $

- $
- $

-

2. Cancellation and Return of Salary Increments
$
and Bonuses

- $

- $

- $

-

3. CCU Did Not Conduct Performance Evaluation
$
for the General Managers

- $

- $

- $

-

$
- $
7
$ 1,260,077 $

- $
- $

- $
- $

-

$

- $

- $

- $

-

$ 1,260,077 $

- $

- $

-

TOTAL $ 2,564,753 $

- $

- $

-

4. Other Matters
Former GWA CFO Hired as Contractor
Salaries of Certain Unclassified Employees
Above Pay Scale Range
Subtotal

5

This amount pertains to all salary levels and adjustments discussed and approved by the CCU during their executive
sessions as noted on Table 1. We calculated each pay level and adjustment(s) from the effectivity date up to: (a) the
subsequent pay adjustment(s); (b) employee’s termination date; and/or (c) September 30, 2019, the end of our audit
scope. This excludes: (1) salaries of the former CFO, and (2) returned pay adjustments arising from the November 27,
2018 executive session.
6
This amount pertains to bonuses discussed and approved by CCU during their executive session as noted on Table
2. This excludes the returned bonuses arising from the November 27, 2018 executive session.
7
This amount pertains to the former CFO’s salary paid to his private corporation from 2008 to 2018.
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Management Response and OPA Reply

Page 1 of 2

In December 2019, we transmitted a draft report to the CCU and AG. In the same month, we met
with CCU members, GPA, and GWA’s management, as well as the Oversight Chairperson’s of
the 35th Guam Legislature to discuss the findings and recommendations.
In CCU’s management response, the CCU Chairperson generally agreed with our
recommendations. However, the CCU Chairperson made a comment that “the unclassified GPA
and GWA employees are not part of the CTP list, and serve at the pleasure of CCU.”
The focus of the finding is to remind CCU that the salaries of GPA and GWA unclassified
employees are inconsistent with the authorized pay scale. In fact, the unclassified positions at GPA
and GWA are listed as CTP positions in the compensation study conducted. See excerpts below
of the compensation study.
Excerpt 1: Compensation Study for GPA Unclassified Employees
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Management Response and OPA Reply

Page 2 of 2

Excerpt 2: Compensation Study for GWA Unclassified Employees

Meanwhile, the CCU did not object to our recommendations set for the AG. Refer to Appendix 4
for the CCU’s official management response and Appendix 5 for the AG’s official response.
The legislation creating the Office of Public Accountability requires agencies to prepare a
corrective action plan to implement audit recommendations, document the progress in
implementing the recommendations, and the endeavor to have implementation completed no later
than the beginning of the next fiscal year. Accordingly, we will be contacting CCU to provide us
with a target date and title of the official(s) responsible for implementing the recommendations.
We appreciate the cooperation and assistance from CCU, as well as staff and management of GPA
and GWA.

OFFICE OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY

Benjamin J.F. Cruz
Public Auditor
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Appendix 1:

Objective, Scope & Methodology
Our audit objectives were to determine whether:
1) Pay raises and bonuses granted to unclassified employees complied with the applicable
laws (Open Government Law and/or Prohibition on Bonus Pay for the Unclassified
Employees); and
2) Performance reviews were conducted for the agency heads.
We looked into the staffing patterns of 16 autonomous agencies’ from October 1, 2014 to
September 30, 2019. We focused on agencies with the most number of employee salary
adjustments. This report covered GPA and GWA. Report(s) for other agencies will be
forthcoming.
We made our observations and inquiries between June 2019 and November 2019.
Methodology
To accomplish our objectives, we performed the following pertaining to GPA and GWA’s
unclassified employees’ pay raises and bonuses:
 Identified and reviewed applicable laws and rules and regulations.
 Identified and reviewed prior audit(s).
 Met with GPA and GWA officials to gain an understanding of the pay raises and bonuses.
 Requested and reviewed the listing of unclassified employees in the executive level.
 Reviewed GPA and GWA staffing patterns to check for an influx in the unclassified
employees’ salaries.
 Reviewed and verified unclassified employees’ pay increases in their Personnel Action
Forms, and the basis for the pay increases.
 Listened to audio recordings of CCU executive meetings.
 Inspected payment arrangements on the returned salaries and bonuses.
We conducted this performance audit in accordance with the Generally Accepted Auditing
Standards issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. These standards require that we
plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis
for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence
obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit
objectives.
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Appendix 2:

Prior Audit Coverage
OPA Report No. 14-05, Government of Guam Merit Bonus Program
From fiscal year 2009 to 2013, the Government of Guam spent $12.6 million in retroactive merit
bonus payments for over 4,200 employees. Specifically, we found:
 Advice from agencies’ respective legal counsels reflected differences of opinion relating
to the statute of limitations for merit bonuses. As a result, periods of performance review
entitled to retroactive merit bonus amongst agencies ranged from 3 to 23 years.
 Some agencies calculated a merit bonus off of the employee’s current salary, not the
increment salary, while some agencies did vice versa.
 Overall ratings terms used in the agency performance evaluation forms varied and resulted
in employees receiving merit bonuses if the rating given was interpreted to be equivalent
to “superior”. In instances where performance evaluations did not have a “superior” rating,
the highest possible rating was considered equivalent to “superior” for merit bonus
purposes.
OPA recommended that Department of Administration (DOA) follow through and submit their
assessment and policy no later than September 30, 2015, but not without first seeking clarification
on the merit bonus law from AG. In October 2017, the former Public Auditor decided that this
recommendation be closed as not implemented as no follow up will be done by DOA.
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Appendix 3:

Excerpts of CCU Meeting Minutes
February 11, 2014

December 11, 2014
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Appendix 3:

Excerpts of CCU Meeting Minutes
February 24, 2015

July 23, 2015

September 22, 2015
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Appendix 3:

Excerpts of CCU Meeting Minutes
December 10, 2015

April 26, 2016
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Appendix 3:

Excerpts of CCU Meeting Minutes
May 24, 2016

February 21, 2017
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Appendix 3:

Excerpts of CCU Meeting Minutes

Page 5 of 5

April 20, 2018

August 28, 2018
The minutes of meeting did not indicate structural pay adjustments for certain unclassified
employees.

November 27, 2018
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Appendix 4:

Page 1 of 3

CCU Management Response
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CCU Management Response
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CCU Management Response
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Appendix 5:

AG Official Response
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Appendix 6:

Status of Audit Recommendations
No.

Addressee

Audit Recommendation

1.

Attorney
General of
Guam

Provide an opinion in each of
the salary levels, adjustments,
and bonuses described on Table
1 and Table 2.

2

Consolidated
Commission on
Utilities

Obtain inputs from Payroll
Specialists as to how
employees should return the
salary increments and bonuses.

3.

Attorney
General of
Guam

Provide an opinion of how the
employees should return the
salary increments and bonuses.

4.

Consolidated
Commission on
Utilities

Consistently apply the agencywide adopted pay scale.
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Status

Action Required

OPEN

Please provide target date and
title of the official(s)
responsible for implementing
the recommendation.

OPEN

Please provide target date and
title of the official(s)
responsible for implementing
the recommendation.

OPEN

Please provide target date and
title of the official(s)
responsible for implementing
the recommendation.

OPEN

Please provide target date and
title of the official(s)
responsible for implementing
the recommendation.

Guam Power Authority and Guam Waterworks Authority
Unclassified Employees’ Pay Raises and Bonuses
Report No. 19-09, December 2019
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